CEPI: new website with more functionality

The new CEPI website boasts a modern and colourful design and offers quick and easy access to essential information from CEPI. While preparing the website our staff had one main goal: to present information in the most comprehensive and user-friendly way possible with a redesigned structure and new functionalities.

The homepage is a one-stop destination for all the latest press releases, position papers and publications and news, as well as interesting highlights. The calendar lists upcoming CEPI events and can be browsed per month. The website also features an industry-related events calendar, which includes an extensive list of European and international events relevant to our industry. You will also notice that the website structure is now easily searchable by topic: Forest, Energy and Climate Change, Competitiveness and Trade, Product, Recycling, Food Contact, Innovation, Transport, Social Affairs and Sustainability. Each topic page holds the latest material published on the topic as well as boxes with the relevant contact persons at CEPI, videos and events. You can also subscribe to our RSS feed and receive the most up to date information.

The revamped Media Centre is sortable by type of document (Position Paper, Press Release or Publication), year, and topic to allow for an easy access to any document. It is also possible to find a document by typing a word in the ‘search’ field at the top right of any page. The main website menu includes two completely new tabs, ‘About Paper’ and ‘Myths and Realities’. ‘About Paper’ shows our two popular infographics ‘About Papermaking’ and ‘About Papermaking history’, while the myths and realities tackle 12 misconceptions regarding paper and papermaking, with clear facts and data to prove them wrong.

Our new Members Area contains a series of new tools exclusively available to our members, such as a forum, a collaboration tool, a meeting organisation tool and a personalised profile for each user.

We are still fine tuning the website and would appreciate any feedback at mail@cepi.org
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